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	Linux is truly amazing when you consider how it originated and how it continues to evolve. From its modest beginning as the hobby of one person — Linus Torvalds of Finland — Linux has grown into a full-fledged operating system with features that rival those of any commercial UNIX operating system. To top it off, Linux — with all of its source code — is available free to anyone. All you have to do is download it from an Internet site or get it on CDs or a DVD for a nominal fee from one of many Linux CD vendors.


	Linux certainly is an exception to the rule that “you get what you pay for.” Even though Linux is free, it is no slouch when it comes to performance, features, and reliability. The robustness of Linux has to do with the way it is developed and updated. Developers around the world collaborate to add features. Incremental versions are continually downloaded by users and tested in a variety of system configurations. Linux revisions go through much more rigorous beta testing than any commercial software does.


	Since the release of Linux kernel 1.0 on March 14, 1994, the number of Linux users around the world has grown exponentially. Many Linux distributions — combinations of the operating system with applications and installation tools — have been developed to simplify installation and use. Some Linux distributions are commercially sold and supported, while many continue to be freely available.


	Linux, unlike many freely available software programs, comes with extensive online information on topics such as installing and configuring the operating system for a wide variety of PCs and peripherals. A small group of hard-core Linux users are expert enough to productively use Linux with the online documentation alone. A much larger number of users, however, move to Linux with some specific purpose in mind (such as setting up a Web server or learning Linux). Also, a large number of Linux users use their systems at home. For these new users, the online documentation is not easy to use and typically does not cover the specific uses of Linux that the user may have in mind.


	If you’re beginning to use Linux, what you need is a practical guide that not only gets you going with Linux installation and setup but also shows you how to use Linux for a specific task. You may also want to try out different Linux distributions before settling on one.


	Accordingly, Linux All-in-One For Dummies, 4th Edition comes with a DVD that includes five Linux distributions — Debian GNU/Linux, Fedora, open- SUSE Linux, Ubuntu, and Xandros — and the instructions to install and use any of these distributions.
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EDGE for Mobile InternetArtech House Publishers, 2003
This ground-breaking resource offers you a detailed treatment of EDGE and its critical role in the development of the mobile Internet. The book explains how this global radio based high-speed mobile data standard can be introduced into GSM/GPRS networks, improving data transmission speeds to support multimedia services. It enables you to become...
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Search Engine Optimization All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	Since the late 1990s, Internet marketing has taken off as a dynamic
	marketing channel because of its accuracy and ease of tracking. The
	Internet has come a long way in a short time: As it grew, finding the sites
	you were looking for with a directory became impossible. Search engines
	appeared as the way forward, offering a way to have...
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Recent Trends and Developments in Social Software: International Conferences on Social SoftwareSpringer, 2010

	From its beginnings, the Internet has fostered communication, collaboration and
	networking between users. However, the first boom at the turn of the millennium
	was mainly driven by a rather one-sided interaction: e-commerce, portal sites and
	the broadcast models of mainstream media were introduced to theWeb. Over the
	last six or seven...
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Developing Microservices with Node.jsPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Real world example explained chapter after chapter with code examples.
	
		Useful concepts for other languages like Java or PHP
	
		Easy to follow by people with little to none experience in Node.js
	
		Node.js Version 0.12.2 and the latest compatible versions of Seneca and...
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Computing Attitude and Affect in Text: Theory and Applications (The Information Retrieval Series)Springer, 2006
Human Language Technology (HLT) and Natural Language Processing (NLP) systems have typically focused on the "factual" aspect of content analysis. Other aspects, including pragmatics, opinion, and style, have received much less attention. However, to achieve an adequate understanding of a text, these aspects cannot be ignored....
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Photography Foundations for Art and Design, Fourth Edition: The creative photography handbookFocal Press, 2007
Photography: Foundations for Art and Design is the perfect introductory guide for those of you learning the basics of photography. Offering a clear and well-illustrated structured approach to the tools and techniques, it will also guide you through the important aspects of photography as a means of self-expression and communication. 

The...
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